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Imagine folding the equivalent of New York
City into a cylinder assembled in space, and
strapping a large rocket engine on the back.
In essence you have your World Ship with all
the things that such a society needs —
parks, shops, police force, barbers, bars,
cafes, sports facilities. It will also have its
own social structure, culture, industry and
politics.

For a World Ship community many things
will change on their journey, but they must
still live a human existence and maintain a
competent crew. In August members of the
British Interplanetary Society came together
to discuss these very issues; both
engineering and sociological. But first, we
review some history to set the scene.

Early beginnings
The concept of giant colonisation space
vessels has been discussed within the space
community for some time. The first person to
consider a World Ship in some detail was
John Desmond Bernal in 1929. He described
a 16 km diameter sphere made from
asteroids and small moons, with the vessel
(implausibly) moving at the speed of light.
The asteroids would be hollowed out and
this would form the outer shell of the World
Ship. A gaseous atmosphere would be
contained within the sphere.

All of the essential elements for a World
Ship were worked out by Bernal and he can
be considered the original pioneer of World
Ship engineering. Since then, many others
have considered the engineering of World
Ships, including Les Shepherd in 1953, JG
Strong in 1965 and Freeman Dyson in 1968,
who considered nuclear propelled vessels.

The subject of constructing large artificial
structures gained new focus in the work of
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Gerard O’Neill from 1974 onwards. While a
researcher at Princeton University in 1969,
he became interested in the possibilities of
humans living in large artificial space
colonies off-world. His proposed solution
came to be known as an ‘O’Neill Cylinder’.

This was a giant pressure vessel spinning
at one earth gravity by centrifugal force. The
population would live on the inner surface of
the structure. Arguably, the work by O’Neill
has been a significant influence on changing
the attitudes towards space colonisation and
many of the solutions he worked out are
directly relevant to the construction of an
artificial habitat in a World Ship.

The subject of World Ships received
considerable attention in 1984 when
physicist Anthony Martin and rocket engineer
Alan Bond co-ordinated a set of papers later
to be published in the Journal of the British
Interplanetary Society (JBIS). Martin and
Bond had also been the pioneers behind the
BIS Project Daedalus study in the 1970s, a
theoretical initiative to design an unmanned
interstellar flyby probe to Barnard’s star; if
you could successfully launch something like
the Daedalus, what next? Presumably, next
would come a much large colonisation
strategy and this is where World Ships came
into the picture.

Martin put the World Ship concept in
sharp focus: “The World Ship concept has
now evolved to a stage where it needs to be
subjected to more searching analysis. The
technological and engineering aspects need
to be re-examined in more detail.

“If the World Ship concept survives this
scrutiny intact, even if modified in detail,
then the fundamental questions raised by
the possibility of interstellar travel and
colonisation about the apparent absence of
extraterrestrial intelligence in the solar
neighbourhood, about the future of mankind,
and about its place in the Universe will
become more demanding of an answer.”

Martin wrote about the concept, cause,
cost, construction and colonisation issues
associated with a World Ship. He performed
an extensive review of the historical literature
and eventually led to a definition of the
World Ship as being a very large, lumbering
vehicle, moving at a fraction of a per cent of
the speed of light and taking millennia to
complete a journey between the stars. This
is a self-contained, self-sufficient ‘World

Give me your tired, your poor

Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free
The wretched refuse of your teeming shore

Send these, the homeless, tempest-tost to me

I lift my lamp beside the golden door.

These are the words of the sonnet The New Colo
Emma Lazarus in 1883 and engraved on a bronz
on the Statue of Liberty in New York City. At the 
were fleeing different parts of the world from co
poverty or prejudice and heading to New York, a
freedom for the new world. Forward to the year 2
Earth is over-populated, the distribution of resou
highly unbalanced, war, famine, disease is rife.
Might a similar exodus occur from this world
to a new world driven by internal pressures
and giving the human race a second
chance? If so, we would require a
World Ship.
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Ship’. He concluded that a society capable
of building a starship would have a solar
system wide economy to draw upon, utilising
all the resources and energy sources
available. He pointed to the fact that the
resources of the asteroid belt alone are
enough material to build large numbers of
World Ships.

Bond and Martin also considered
engineering concepts to demonstrate the
feasibility of a World Ship. They derived
large cylinder shaped vessels and
considered every element necessary for a
proper engineering analysis. This included
the mission duration, configuration layout,
habitat design including the atmosphere,
heat transfer through the vessel, structure
and materials considerations, the risk
associated with galactic cosmic rays and

most importantly the propulsion element.
The engine would be based on deuterium

fuelled external nuclear pulse engines
(similar to the 1950s and 1960s Project
Orion). The fuel would be mined from the
gas giants, further suggesting a need for
large solar system infrastructure and mining
operations.  Each fuel unit would be
detonated several tens of kilometres from
the World Ship. An alternative for the
propulsion system would be the inertial
confinement fusion based engine adapted
for the Project Daedalus study.

After much calculating, Bond and Martin
came up with two key concepts for a World
Ship — a wet World Ship (with an ocean)
and a dry World Ship (without an ocean).
The largest of the dry World Ship concepts
would have a diameter of around 15-20 km
and a length of around 220 km. The wall
thickness would be around 6 m. The entire
habitat mass would be around 0.5 trillion
tonnes (10^12 tonnes) with a propellant
mass of around 22 trillion tonnes.

The wet World Ship concept was seen to
be a significantly greater engineering
challenge than a dry World Ship. This was
mainly due to the water having a density
over 800 times greater than air. The oceans
would be 1 kilometre deep. The wet World
Ship concept had a diameter of around 10
km, a wall thickness of around 9 m and a
length of nearly 200 km. On the basis of
these assessments Bond and Martin
concluded that very large vehicles are
practical, although several centuries of
economic growth and a solar system wide
economy would be required before the
construction of such vehicles could be
commenced. They also noted that although
they seem feasible we may never build such
spacecraft due to our own competing
problems on Earth.

A modern review
In his 1984 paper Anthony Martin had said
that the World Ship had now evolved to a
stage where it needs to be subjected to
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more searching analysis, with particular
emphasis on the engineering and
technology. This was one of the reasons for
organising the August 2011 BIS symposium.

Kelvin Long gave a presentation on ‘The
Enzmann Starship: History & Engineering
Appraisal’. The history of the concept was
clarified and it was revealed that Robert
Enzmann claims he first thought of the
concept in 1949. Every drawing or painting
known to exist on the concept was presented
to the audience and some of the subtle
design changes pointed out, made mainly by
Rick Sternbach.

Some preliminary engineering
calculations were shown suggesting that this
‘slow boat’ was a 30,000 tonne habitat
structure with three million tonnes deuterium
fuel, travelling at a cruise speed of 0.09c
(27,000 km/s) on a 60 year journey to the
stars.

Larger scaled versions were also
developed for the symposium, including a
300,000 tonne Slow Ship travelling at a
cruise speed of 0.045c (13,500 km/s) on a
150 year journey, and a 3,000,000 tonne
World Ship travelling at a cruise speed of
0.014c (4,200 km/s) on a 350 year journey.

Pat Galea’s presentation on
‘Communications Between World Ships’
offered an overview of the Project Daedalus
communications systems and described the
historical Project Cyclops intended for SETI
research, but which the Daedalus designers
proposed to use for long distance signal
reception.

Using a 40 m diameter transmitting
antenna, with a 1 MW power output,
Daedalus could download data to Earth at a
rate of 864 kbps (kilobits per second) over a
distance of six light years. Modern lasers
over this distance would have a data rate
equivalent to around 10 bps using a 20 W
power output, although this could be
increased to around 500 kbps using a 1MW
power output. But the major advantage of
using lasers is that the physical size of the
transmitting and receiving elements could be
much smaller than those used for radio
frequency signals.

Galea described the exciting possibility of
using the Sun as a gravitational lens, with a
signal relay craft located beyond the
minimum ‘focusing’ distance at 550 AU
(based on an idea extensively studied by
physicist Claudio Maccone). This provides a
way of improving the reception of signals
from distant World Ships significantly,
drastically improving the data rate.

In a presentation ‘World Ships: the Solar-
Photon Sail Option’ that Galea gave behalf

of Greg Matloff, who could not make it to the
meeting, Matloff argued that an ideal
propulsion option for World Ships is the
hyper-thin solar-photon sail, and that this is
the only known ultimately feasible interstellar
propulsion system that can also be applied
for en-route galactic-cosmic ray shields as
well as for acceleration and deceleration.

The author reviewed three options for sail
configurations known as Parachute, Hollow-
body and Hoop Sails. It was argued that
although World Ship expeditions may not be
likely from the present day Sun using solar-
photon sail technology, they would be more
feasible as the Sun evolves on and beyond
the main sequence.

Matloff raised the tantalising possibility
that future space telescopes may be capable
of imaging habitable planets circling near
stars which have solar-photon sail propulsion
craft departing the system.

In discussions after the talk, Alan Bond
made the comment that using sails for World
Ships is prohibitively difficult due to the
issues of controlling the large number of
oscillations in the sail while in flight. Kelvin
Long argued that artificial intelligence
technology could take care of that issue,
though Bond countered that any smart
technology in the sail would add to the mass,
making the sail less effective.

Stephen Ashworth gave a presentation on
‘A Development Roadmap for the World
Ships’, raising the possibility that we may
become extinct before we have a chance to
build a World Ship — but discussed reasons

Enzmann starships at
Jupiter, small colony ships
to explore distant stars.
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for why he thought such fears were
unfounded.

Ashworth thought that the construction of
free-orbiting space colonies would be
prototypes for World Ship living quarters. He
extrapolated future exhaust velocities given
a realistic, though speculative, growth rate.
He showed some studies comparing journey
and exploration time against habitability time
— the duration upon which we could inhabit
artificial space colonies for a continuing
duration.

The year 2357 was estimated initially,
assuming progress in both life support and
propulsion. However, if progress in
propulsion is more rapid, Ashworth believes
the first World Ship launch date could be
brought forward to a much earlier date. If life
support technologies progress but propulsion
does not, then the launch date would be
pushed back to around 2450. Alternatively, if
progress in life support technologies and
propulsion declined then we may never
launch a World Ship.

Ashworth concluded by saying that much
attention was being placed on finding an
Earth-analogue planet, and although he
thought this was a worthwhile pursuit, he did
not think it was the object of resource
extraction or colonisation. In all likelihood, he
said, humans would prefer to live in artificial
orbiting space colonies rather than living on
another planet.

Andreas Hein, in a presentation on ‘World
Ships — Architectures & Feasibility
Revisited’, considered the definition of a
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World Ship under three criteria — self-
sufficiency (thousands of years), population
size (>100,000) and speed (<0.01c).

One interesting aspect of the authors’
work was the consideration of reliability and
mission success, with modelling performed
to address this question. Hein concluded
that high reliability was achievable provided
sufficiently large scrap stock was made
available for the mission.

If the ship had a low reliability, then this
could be compensated by sending many
such vessels together. Hein then considered
migration push and pull factors. Push factors
were defined to be scenarios such as war,
genocide and poverty. Pull factors were
defined to be education, job opportunities,
security, stability and wealth.

Hein said that one of the things which
would determine the launch of a World Ship
was the testing of several prototype vehicles
first. He concluded that the mission
architecture strongly depended on the
habitable planet distance and that self-
replication factories and advanced artificial
intelligence would likely be requirements for
World Ship technology.

Discussing definitions of World Ships and
exploring science fiction literature, Gerry
Webb said it was important that every few
decades we discuss the margins of World
Ship definitions, looking for show-stoppers to
ensure they are not neglected.

In his presentation ‘Why World Ships?’,
he described the evolution of the World Ship
concept and gave three reasons for their

that in the future there will be more interest
in exploring and settling another habitable
world which may have greater potential for
grand scale colonisation and provide long-
term survival. The question for him was
whether this interest is sufficiently strong to
attract funding.

Ceyssens defined some of the challenges
facing current space exploration, namely
low-cost access to space, very high specific
impulse propulsion, high reliability and
lifetime for equipment, and creation of life
support systems.

His conclusion was that a World Ship
would be an ultra long-term project and at
high cost. He said that a World Ship would
be equivalent to a ‘beefed up’ mega-project,
being defined as involving a steep threshold
unsurpassable by normal economic or
scientific development.

Ceyssens’ proposal for achieving the
eventual launch of a World Ship was the
formation of a ‘Fourth Millennium Fund’
which would have a single well-defined goal,
such as finding a second home for humanity.
It is worth noting that Alan Bond made a
comment that, in his opinion, money as we
know it in the future will not be the economic
system by which things are constructed and
resources allocated.

Competing views
During subsequent discussions many
competing views emerged from the
attendees. Famine, poverty, war, disease,
social disorder, over-population, and
limiting resources were all seen as
potential driving factors in the construction
of a World Ship.

Another idea mooted was that specific
interest groups (cults or religious) might
decide to move off world in the hope of
starting afresh on a world purely constructed

construction — (1) saving the human race,
(2) inevitable expansion of living space, and
(3) actively driven colonisation plans.

Webb made the important point that
humans began to envisage the concept of a
World Ship as soon as our knowledge of the
physical universe allowed us to do so and
said that any society interested in building a
World Ship would begin to do so when they
have enough materials, energy, information
and motivation.

He considered the factors that make
humans what they are, and defined us as
‘genes, culture and ideology’, analogous to
the hardware, operating system and
programme respectively. He said that all
three of these elements would be of equal
importance in attaining a human success in
World Ship building.

Webb argued that the government of a
World Ship was very important in order to
maintain stability. Those sponsoring a
World Ship would be natural expansionists
— ark builders — and the pressures to do
so would be government funded
programmes, privately funded, or internal
pressures such as victimisation or
resource depletion.

Finally, he said that given a big enough
economy, World Ships would be inevitable,
and each ship may be very different, based
on different beliefs and ideologies. Darwinian
natural selection would ensure that only the
fittest would reach the destination stars. The
others would simply not make it there.

He ended with a cautionary note relating
to the Fermi Paradox which may become
more topical by the time a World Ship is
built, saying that if alien World Ships exist
they may not be “sympathetic” to us.

Frederik Ceyssens, in a a presentation
titled ‘On the Financing of World Ships &
Other Gigascale Space Projects’, argued

Illustration of the dry and wet World Ship concepts proposed by Anthony Martin & Alan Bond in
1984. Adrian Mann
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on their own moral and ethical values.
Scientific exploration was seen as the major
driving factor by others, driven largely by the
discovery of a habitable exosolar planet.

In addressing when a World Ship could
be launched, Andreas Hein said the first
condition is access to extraterrestrial
resources, such as propellant. For Project
Daedalus, the mass of deuterium and
helium 3 was very large and was retrieved
from the gas giants, implying a solar
system wide economy, although this would
not be a necessary condition to colonise
the solar system. The second condition he
defined was that we can conduct sufficient
testing of a World Ship over several
centuries.

Kelvin Long said another way to think
about the problem was instead of building a
World Ship environment adapted to humans,
why not adapt the humans genetically,
biologically and technologically? He saw
artificial intelligence and the advent of nano-
technology as being dominant in the human
future. He speculated that perhaps man
needed to evolve into ‘starship man’ in order
to make the attempt.

One hotly debated issue was whether
the colonisation fleet would settle the
target solar system world, a so-called
planetary civilisation. Martyn Fogg, a
renowned author of terraforming
publications, argued that full terraforming
of a planetary object was a strong
motivational factor for going.

However, others, particularly Stephen
Ashworth and Gerry Webb, argued that in

be the same as Project Apollo was in the
1960s. Gerry Webb thought it would occur
much earlier than this timescale as the
colonisation of the solar system got under
way.

As we consider the future prospects of
mankind on Earth and in space, it is
important that we keep our options open.
Despite the large technical challenge,
there is nothing in the laws of physics or in
the many text books on engineering that
suggest a World Ship is impossible to
build. We should continue to strive for
expansion into space. Designing World
Ships is a lot of fun in the practice of
extreme aerospace engineering, but it is
also a possible fall-back plan should the
future turn out to be bleak for humanity on
Earth.

We should also accept that if humans
can conceive of a World Ship then so could
an extraterrestrial species. Alan Bond
pointed out that a nuclear pulse engine
specifically would be detectable from large
interstellar distances and would appear to be
a double ping milli-second pulsar running
down on the timescale of decades as it was
moving away from us.

He said that our machines will colonise
the stars before us, and so might the
machines of another race. In the science
fiction novel Rendezvous with Rama Arthur
C Clarke depicts a 12 km diameter cylinder
entering the solar system on a trajectory
past the Sun and an expedition crew is
sent to investigate this mysterious
spacecraft.

Following a similar theme, Alan Bond said
that our robots will proceed to the stars
ahead of us. They will be across the galaxy
thousands of years ahead of us with an
inherent survival capability. Perhaps we
should be more concerned if indeed there
were starships coming towards us?

Arthur C Clarke certainly sounded a
cautionary note in one of his short stories
The Sentinel writing, ‘I can never look now at
the Milky Way without wondering from which
of those banked clouds of stars the
emissaries are coming’.

The January/February 2011 issue of the Journal of the British Interplanetary
Society is now available and contains the following papers:

Negative Mass Propulsion
Project Icarus: Son Of Daedalus — Flying Closer To Another Star — A Technical
Update And Programme Review
Project Icarus: Mechanisms For Enhancing The Stability Of Gravitationally Lensed
Interstellar Communications
Hyperthermal Environments Simulator For Nuclear Rocket Engine Development
Feasibility Study Of A Three-Stage Radioisotope-Powered Mars Ascent Vehicle
Design And Build Of Reactor Simulator For Fission Surface Power Technology
Demonstrator Unit
Alternative Radioisotopes For Heat And Power Sources

JBIS Journal of the British
Interplanetary Society

Copies of JBIS, priced at £10 for members, £40 to non-members,
P&P: UK £2.50, Europe £3.00, Rest of the World £5.00

Back issues are also available and can be obtained from The British Interplanetary Society
27/29 South Lambeth Road London SW8 1SZ  England

fact the community would find artificial
structures quite comfortable and although
they would visit these interesting planets
they would not settle upon them.

Man’s existence as a planetary species
would come to an end as he adapts to the
full realities of living in the vast expanse of
space and all that this volume offers. They
argued that the greater access to asteroidal
resources would be a key factor in our
expansion into space.

Fogg pointed out that World Ships might
be the logical end point of the colonisation of
the solar system and each would move on
from the planet, the Kuiper belt, the Oort
cloud, to free floating planets and beyond
into interstellar space — a process of slow
diffusion into the galaxy relying on local
resources.

Nomadic exploration
Alan Bond described this as a form of
nomadic exploration. He said that such
expansion could, in theory, colonise the
entire galaxy in a timescale of order 55
million years. However, others, particularly
Stephen Ashworth, took a slightly different
view. Instead the diffusion would be a slow
but organised one, planet-hopping from one
place to the next, and well resourced
throughout the trip.

In discussing the economics of a World
Ship, Bond said that the first World Ship
could be launched in around 700 years from
now. Based on growth models, every year
things get easier to build and in the future
the relative effort of a World Ship launch will


